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18V Socket Ready impact drivers provide unmatched versatility with industry-leading power
 

Mount Prospect, Ill., November 11, 2013 – Bosch Power Tools is introducing two innovative brushless 18V
impact drivers and wrenches – the IDH182 and IWBH182 – designed to answer tradesmen demands for
versatility, power and control. Featuring innovative solutions such as the Socket Ready all-in-one tool holder, the
tools provide electricians, plumbers, carpenters, HVAC professionals and other pro users with unmatched
solutions to get the job done efficiently and effectively.

The IDH182 impact driver features the Socket Ready all-in-one tool holder, which combines a 1/4-inch hex and
1/2-inch drive into one for ultimate versatility to complete a wider range of applications. The Socket Ready all-
in-one tool holder eliminates the need for users to own an impact driver and impact wrench and also eliminates
the need for fragile socket adapters.

The IWBH182 impact wrench features a 1/2-inch pin detent drive with quick attach, which allows for maximum
socket retention with sloped detent to provide fast, easy socket attachment.

Both the IDH182 and the IWBH182 feature the Bosch Performance Control System, which allow users to adjust
tool speed and torque with a push of a button to match the tool’s performance to the application at hand. This
feature helps tradesmen across the board eliminate screw cam-out in screwdriver mode and screw shearing in
the self-tapping screw mode while generating max output in general purpose mode.

The tools are also equipped with Bosch’s EC brushless motor, which provides 2X motor life, increased
performance and improved runtime.

In addition, the IDH182 and IWBH182 are designed with the smallest grip diameter for best-in-class ergonomics
and comfort, and feature the patented three LED design to provide maximum illumination of the work area
without shadows.

The impact driver and wrench also feature a compact and lightweight design. The IDH182 features a compact
head length of 6.2 inches and weighs just 3.2 pounds when paired with a 2.0 Ah battery, while the IWBH182 has
a head length of 5.75 inches and weighs just 3.6 pounds with a 4.0 Ah Battery.

The tools also feature intelligent electronic protection – electronic cell and motor protection – to increase tool
and battery life, along with the Bosch-built hammer and anvil system that delivers maximum impact endurance
and increased tool performance in wood and metal fastening applications.

The IDH182 and IWBH182 both feature Bosch’s Flexible Power System, allowing them to be compatible with
every 18V Li-ion Bosch battery, including the new BAT612 2.0 Ah CoolPack™ battery and BAT620 4.0 Ah
CoolPack battery. Both tools include a magnetic bit holder, four-piece bit tip set, and a belt clip.

The Bosch IDH182-02L 18V brushless Socket Ready impact driver 2.0Ah L-Boxx Kit retails for a suggested price
of $279, while the Bosch IWBH182-01L 18V brushless impact driver 4.0 Ah L-Boxx kit retails for a suggested
price of $299. Both tools will also be available as bare tool kits. Both 18V drivers will be available in February
2014 at authorized dealers nationwide. To find out more or to locate a dealer, visit www.boschtools.com or call

http://www.boschtools.com/


877-BOSCH-99.

Follow Bosch Power Tools @ www.youtube.com/BoschToolsNA  
Like Bosch Power Tools on Facebook @ www.Facebook.com/BoschToolsNA   
Follow Bosch Power Tools on Twitter @ www.twitter.com/BoschToolsNA

About Bosch:

The Bosch Group is a leading global supplier of technology and services, active in the fields of automotive
technology, energy and building technology, industrial technology, and consumer goods. According to
preliminary figures, more than 306,000 associates generated sales of 52.3 billion euros ($67.2 billion) in 2012.
The Bosch Group comprises Robert Bosch GmbH and its more than 350 subsidiaries and regional companies in
some 60 countries. If its sales and service partners are included, then Bosch is represented in roughly 150
countries. This worldwide development, manufacturing, and sales network is the foundation for further growth.
Bosch spent some 4.5 billion euros ($5.8 billion) for research and development in 2012, and applied for over
4,700 patents worldwide.

The Bosch Group’s products and services are designed to fascinate, and to improve the quality of life by
providing solutions which are both innovative and beneficial. In this way, the company offers technology
worldwide that is “Invented for life.” Additional information is available online at www.bosch.com and
www.bosch-press.com.

In the U.S., Canada and Mexico, the Bosch Group manufactures and markets automotive original equipment and
aftermarket products, industrial drives and control technology, power tools, security and communication
systems, packaging technology, thermotechnology, household appliances, solar energy, healthcare
telemedicine and software solutions. Having established a regional presence in 1906, Bosch employs over
22,500 associates in more than 100 locations, with sales of $9.8 billion in fiscal year 2011.  For more
information, please visit www.boschusa.com, www.bosch.com.mx and www.bosch.ca.

About Robert Bosch Tool Corporation:

Robert Bosch Tool Corporation in North America, was formed in January 2003 when Robert Bosch GmbH
combined its North American power tool, accessory and lawn and garden divisions into one organization.  As a
manufacturing pioneer with more than a century’s worth of experience, the Bosch name has become
synonymous with engineering excellence. With 18,000 employees worldwide and 3,500 in North America, the
Robert Bosch Tool Corporation is a world leader in the design, manufacture and sale of power tools, rotary and
oscillating tools, accessories, laser and optical leveling and range finding tools, and garden and watering
equipment. For more information, call toll free 877-BOSCH-99 (877-267-2499) or visit www.boschtools.com,
www.dremel.com, www.skiltools.com, www.rotozip.com, www.cstberger.com, www.vermontamerican.com,
www.gilmour.com, www.lrnelson.com.

###

For further information: Contact: Steve Wilcox, Brand Manager, BOSCH POWER TOOLS. 224.232.2417
Steve.Wilcox@us.bosch.com or Andy Ambrosius Manager, Media Relations 312.673.6061
Andy.Ambrosius@techimage.com
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